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Catalog Record: Wisdom literature and the structure of proverbs. 22 Jun 2016. Among the wisdom literature of the
Hebrew Bible, the book of Proverbs Although it centers on the theme of wisdom, Proverbs addresses topics
A full dissertation submitted. The wisdom literature preserved in the book of Proverbs, and of evidence pertinent
to views of the wisdom literature as scribal and pedagogical are ill-founded and in a discussion of attempts to identify
more sophisticated structures within
Proverbs is strikingly similar in structure and content to comparable wisdom literature from Egypt, Mesopotamia and the Levant that dates from before the time of Solomon. For example, Egyptian wisdom instruction exists in two types. One type includes a title and maxims (cf. Prov. 24:23-35); the other type includes a long title (Prov. 1:1), preamble/prologue (Prov. 1:2-9:18), short title (Prov. Wisdom is one of the oldest and continuous genres of our literary tradition, dating back to the Hebrew Bible and the literatures of the Ancient Near East and extending into modern times through such notable points of transmission as medieval Spain. Despite its length and multicultural complexity, wisdom can be characterized, beyond its well-known emphasis on guidance in practical living, by its use of literary structures such as proverbs and maxims. A close study of these forms reveals a remarkable continuity of purpose, an interest in underlying logical structures that were crucial to both th